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General & Company News

inHealth Strategies and Cedar Gate Technologies Partner for Analytics and Clinical Support

MyHealthGuide Source: inHealth Strategies, 2/21/2022

Baton Rouge, LA.  -- inHealth Strategies representatives announced their partnership with Cedar Gate
Technologies and Engaged Health Group, allowing their team to support partners with enhanced tools for
both analytics and clinical documentation beginning in the first quarter of 2022. 

The inHealth team spent over a year identifying state-of-the-art solutions and building an integrated
model between platforms that is more appropriately suited to today’s health care environment than any
standalone product on the market. In addition to state-of-the art clinical and claims analytics capabilities
and an evidence-based medicine population health management tool, this partnership upgrades their our
solutions for:

Real-time operational and executive leader dashboards

Enhanced benchmarking across multiple levels of aggregation

Integrated social determinants of health data

Live data hooks to clinician workflow

Augmenting insights with nontraditional data sources like HR data

“This exciting partnership furthers inHealth’s commitment to developing our platforms and services to
stay on the cutting edge of transforming value-based wellbeing to improve health outcomes and lower
costs for our partners,” said Carrie Robbins, RN, CCM, and inHealth Partner. “We’re committed to
innovating our model to drive greater returns on value-based wellbeing investment.” 

Carrie Robbins, RN, CCM

About inHealth Strategies

inHealth Strategies implements value-based wellbeing services for organizations creating a culture of
health for employees and reducing overall healthcare spending. Using proven population health
approaches, we plan and implement effective programs for health systems, business and organizations
that improve employee health. Our global approach to analytics and evaluation allows us to develop
population-specific interventions to maximize the health impact and cost savings. Contact Carrie
Robbins at (800) 601-0175 and visit inhealth4change.com.

About Cedar Gate Technologies

Cedar Gate Technologies is a leading technology and services company enabling the healthcare
industry’s transition to and ongoing implementation of value-based care. The Cedar Gate platform
consists of Analytics, Population Health, and Payment Technology solutions for any type of value-based
care arrangement. Cedar Gate’s high-performance solutions are actuarially-driven through descriptive,
predictive, and prescriptive analytics and are specifically designed to improve clinical, financial, and
operational outcomes for all. Visit cedargate.com.

About Engaged Health Group 

Engaged Health Group is a full-service population health company dedicated to the premise that quality
care and low cost are not mutually exclusive. Through our proprietary platform (HelMSS), we provide
evidence-based support to clinicians for managing the health of populations. HelMSS is a
comprehensive and integrated population health workflow tool designed to take data and drive actions to
the users so that quality and effective management of populations can be provided, and the
effectiveness of their interventions can be measured on an ongoing basis. Visit
engagedhealthgroup.com. 
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PLEXIS Healthcare Systems Announces Medicare Section 111 Reporting Now Available for TPAs
and Others

MyHealthGuide Source: PLEXIS Healthcare Systems, 2/22/2022

Medford, OR - PLEXIS Healthcare Systems, a leading healthcare payer technology company and
innovator in next generation digital core administrative processing solutions, announced that Medicare
Section 111 reporting is now a feature within the Quantum Choice release 2021.3.0.

Section 111 of the Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP Extension Act of 2007 (MMSEA) added mandatory
reporting requirements with respect to Medicare beneficiaries who have coverage under third party
administrator (TPA) or group health plan (GHP) arrangements as well as for Medicare beneficiaries who
receive settlements, judgments, awards, or other payment from liability insurance (including self-
insurance), no-fault insurance, or workers’ compensation.

Quantum Choice has been updated to support Medicare Section 111 reporting transactions by
generating and importing Input and Response files for Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) Reference
and Medicare Secondary Payor (MSP) information.

Quantum Choice platform will generate the MSP and TIN files and import response data. The Benefit
Contract/Plan/Period features a Section 111 Reporting tab which will hold Benefit Plan Coverage Type
and pharmacy information for the MSP Input File submission.

“Third party administrators as well as group health plans that are self-funded can now take advantage of
the QC benefit administration and claims management system to enable Medicare to correctly pay for
the health insurance benefits of Medicare beneficiaries by determining primary versus secondary payer
responsibility.” Said Sean Garrett, Chief Operations Officer for PLEXIS Healthcare Systems. “In
alignment with CMS regulations, QC will enable CMS and GHP responsible reporting entities to
electronically exchange health insurance benefit entitlement information.”

About PLEXIS Healthcare Systems

PLEXIS Healthcare Systems is a leading payer technology company that delivers trusted enterprise core
administration and claims management solutions to healthcare payers and delivery systems around the
globe. More than 100 organizations trust PLEXIS core administrative enterprise solutions to manage
over 55 million lives in all 50 states and around the globe. PLEXIS provides mission-critical solutions that
catalyze efficiencies and connect evolving business ecosystems to a wide range of payer organizations.
PLEXIS Healthcare Systems, an established innovator in digital core administrative processing solutions
(CAPS), is featured in Gartner’s Market Guide for U.S. Healthcare Payers’ Core Administrative
Processing Solutions (25 June 2019) as a Representative Vendor. Contact Dennis Hubbard at
dhubbard@plexishealth.com and visit plexishealth.com.
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Announcing Alpha Isle Services, LLC 

MyHealthGuide Source: Alpha Isle Services, LLC, 2/25/2022

As we approach our one-year anniversary, Alpha Isle Services, LLC is pleased to have the opportunity to
introduce our business to you. The mission of AIS is to provide clients with a full range of claims
solutions that works with you to produce accurate and efficient claim practices and procedures. 

AIS provides customized solutions tailored to your specific needs through claim analysis and reliable
processes. 

We offer a suite of services from claims review to cost containment strategies. Our best claim practices
include a knowledgeable team specializing in creating standard operating procedures that are in
alignment with best Stop Loss claim practices. 

We also provide support for Stop Loss Underwriters by preparing new and renewal business proposals
by managing request for proposals, entering census details, and completing a competitive analysis. 

Anne M. Trupiano, Principal at AIS has over 40 years in various facets of the insurance industry with
much of her experience being in self-funded health insurance. Collaborating closely with Carriers/MGUs,
Reinsurers, Brokers, TPA’s and clients directly, she has a well-rounded view of all aspects of the
insurance process. As a principal at TRU Services, LLC she managed an incredibly talented and well-
respected department of claims specialists to provide quality claim review and associated services. Anne
worked very closely with the senior management team after the sale of TRU to Liberty Mutual to provide
a smooth transition for both the TRU employees and the clients involved. 

Along with our founding employees; Robyn Eagan, Nina Carrico and Jenessa Pease, we have over
one hundred years of combined self-funding experience. 

Our goal is simple, to provide your company with a combination of exceptional service and innovative
products and solutions. 

About Alpha Isle Services 

At Alpha Isle Services, LLC (AIS) we offer consultative services providing a high-level comprehensive
suite of claim solutions that will assist clients in achieving and maintaining superior results. AIS provides
services from claims review and management to cost containment strategies. Additionally, we can assist
in the implementation of Best Practices in the Claim administration space. E-mail
info@alphaisleservices.com and visit alphaisleservices.com. 
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Employers Health Network Partners with Arizona Networks for Self-funded Employers

MyHealthGuide Source: PRweb, 2/23/2022

PHOENIX AND TUCSON, AZ -- Beginning January 1, 2022, Employers Health Network (EHN) is
partnering with Arizona Care Network (ACN) and Phoenix Children’s Care Network (PCCN) to provide a
clinically integrated network solution for self-funded employers in Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona.

Together ACN and PCCN offer access to over 5,000 primary and specialist physicians in more than
2,000 care locations including over 20 acute and specialty hospitals operated by Abrazo Health, Dignity
Health and Phoenix Children’s, and nearly 800 post-acute care, outpatient surgical & ancillary locations.
As a clinically integrated network solution, EHN, ACN and PCCN will effectively collaborate and
coordinate care delivery to improve the quality of care and reduce overall healthcare costs for employers.

“We are extremely excited about the expansion of our presence with Arizona Care Network, Phoenix
Children’s Care Network and affiliated health systems. The partnership is a natural fit and supports our
overall growth strategy of aligning with high performing providers focused on population health and
value-based care to deliver sustained results for our employer clients. EHN, ACN and PCCN will focus
on our core competencies of delivering high quality healthcare, at a lower cost to the employer. We
believe this partnership will provide an opportunity for self-funded employers in Arizona to experience
transparency and control over one of their largest business expenses, healthcare,” says Blake Allison,
CEO of Employers Health Network (EHN).

“As an organization dedicated to improving the health and well-being of children by delivering high-
quality, coordinated, cost-effective pediatric care, Phoenix Children’s Care Network is proud to partner
with Employers Health Network and Arizona Care Network,” says Chad Johnson, senior vice president
of Phoenix Children’s Care Network (PCCN).

“Arizona Care Network and our sponsoring health systems, Abrazo Health and Dignity Health, have
established a partnership with EHN and PCCN that we’re confident will deliver exceptional care to the
employers in Arizona who are working with EHN to support the healthcare needs of their employees and
their families,” says Todd Ricotta, CEO of Arizona Care Network (ACN).

About EHN

Employers Health Network (EHN) provides comprehensive healthcare plans, which allow employers to
provide exceptional quality healthcare benefits at the lowest possible cost. Our plans connect employees
directly with the best quality healthcare providers and our fully transparent pricing allows customers to
see, understand and control their healthcare benefit spending. Visit employershealthnetwork.com. 

About Arizona Care Network

Arizona Care Network (ACN) is a high-performing network of healthcare providers and care facilities that
collaborate to improve quality of care and create a better patient experience. ACN is a joint venture of
Abrazo Health (owned and operated by Tenet Healthcare) and Dignity Health (owned and operated by
CommonSpirit Health), and includes affiliations with Phoenix Children’s Care Network, giving families
access to the services of Phoenix Children’s Hospital, Phoenix Children’s Medical Group, and affiliated
community pediatricians.  Visit azcarenetwork.org.

About PCCN

Phoenix Children's Care Network is a physician-led, pediatric-focused, clinically integrated organization
that represents a valuable alliance between and among community pediatricians and subspecialists, with
the collective focus on improving quality of care while effectively managing associated costs. Visit
pccn.org.

About Abrazo Health

Abrazo Health is one of Arizona’s largest health systems, with advanced expertise in cardiovascular,
stroke and neurosciences, complex orthopedics and spine, minimally invasive surgery and maternity
services. Visit AbrazoHealth.com.
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6 Degrees Health’s March Fireside Chat: 6 Degrees of Cost Containment 

MyHealthGuide Source: 6 Degrees Health, 2/24/2022

Fireside Chat Topic: “6 Degrees of Cost Containment”

In this Fireside Chat, we’ll be taking a closer look at the 6 Degrees of Cost Containment – diving into the
products and solutions that are making a positive impact on the industry and driving down cost. Our team
will discuss reference-based pricing, our professional plus contracted solution, payment integrity, the
legal components of cost containment, and more. Taking a service-first approach, 6 Degrees Health
works with partners to provide comprehensive cost containment solutions.

Panelist

Scott Ray, Chief Executive Officer

Heath Potter, Chief Growth Officer

Katy Brant, President

Bonita Hatchett-Bodle, General Counsel

Donald Lee, Vice President of Strategy & Underwriting

Gray Campbell, Learning and Development Specialist

Fireside Chat Topic: “6 Degrees of Cost Containment”
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2022
Time: 11:00 am PT
Click Here to Register

To see upcoming Fireside Chat topics and our speaker lineup, visit 6DegreesHealth.com/webinars.

About 6 Degrees Health 

6 Degrees Health is a cost containment company dedicated to bringing transparency and fairness to
healthcare reimbursement. Our solutions utilize evidence-based data, proprietary software technology,
and years of industry experience and relationships to deliver optimal healthcare reimbursements.
Through accountability, ongoing engagement, and a culture of continuous improvement, our team strives
to deliver an unparalleled member experience. Visit www.6degreeshealth.com. 
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Nova’s Next Podcast Encourages Listeners to Advocate for their Health
Sixth “Under the Coverage” episode released this week

MyHealthGuide Source: Nova Healthcare Administrators (Nova), 2/24/2022

BUFFALO, NY – “No news is not always good news. You have to be an advocate of your own health.” 

This message is emphasized throughout this week’s episode of “Under the Coverage,” aptly titled “No
News is Not Always Good News.” The podcast features a nurse from Nova’s medical management
team who shares how she advises patients as part of her workday. As a case manager with more than
30 years in the nursing field, this week’s guest discusses the importance of advocating for the patient –
or advocating for your own health care when necessary. 

Her advice includes encouraging people to follow their “gut feelings” if they sense something is wrong
and to have a good working relationship with their health care provider (or to switch providers if they
don’t!). Stream the latest episode for a reminder on why you should be educated on your health, ask
questions when you don’t understand something and always follow up on test results.

Under the Coverage features people who spend their working days focused on health benefits and
health care, sharing their insider tips on information they wish every health care consumer knew. New
episodes are added weekly and are available on SoundCloud, Stitcher, Spotify, Apple Podcasts and
Google Podcasts. Episodes are 15 minutes or less.

Find Under the Coverage on Twitter @UndrTheCoverage or submit a question for a future episode. 

About Nova

Founded in 1982 and headquartered in Buffalo, NY, Nova is one of the largest third-party administrators
of self-funded employee benefit programs in the nation, providing the health care solutions our clients
need in the way they need them. And we go far beyond the basics. We are creative problem solvers who
build custom solutions. Nova provides a unique, comprehensive array of services, including medical,
dental, vision, COBRA, reimbursement account administration, and private-labeled solutions. Nova also
offers award-winning, in-house, integrated medical management programs. We are the stewards of our
clients’ benefit plans, offering best-in-class partnerships, customized solutions, and personalized service.
Contact Breann Petro at bpetro@novahealthcare.com and visit www.novahealthcare.com.
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zakipoint Health Announces Webinar with SolidaritUS: How to drive impact from DPC programs

MyHealthGuide Source: zakipoint Health, 2/24/2022

Webinar: How to drive impact from DPC programs
Date: March 3, 2022
Time: 2pm EST
Information and Registration

Questions Discussed

What does a DPC look like for self-insured employers?

What should you measure to understand the impact of a DPC?

Fact: A DPC is central to closing gaps in care along with helping you:

Lower costs

Achieve better health outcomes by lowering risks

Find the best direct primary care practice for you

Our IACT model will create possibilities in outcomes and savings along with a great communication
experience.

What will you get out of this 45-minute webinar?

How to use data to continuously identify, act, connect and track members through a perfect DPC
model

Case studies to prove how the IACT model is working with clients

How to align incentives that are misaligned to achieve better results

How to align patients, providers, and self-funded health plans

Redesign how care is being delivered

We will be glad to answer any questions you have!

Speakers

About zakipoint Health

At zakipoint Health, we developed a best-in-class platform, reporting, and engagement tools to empower
employers, benefits consultants, and third-party administrators to bend the cost curve. Using our
advanced technology, companies have reduced their healthcare risks by 20% and achieved a 3% cost
savings on their healthcare spend. We identify risks, drive action, connect with members, and track
success, empowering companies to reduce risks and costs, and create healthier, more engaged
members. Visit zakipointhealth.com. 
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People News

Vālenz® Hires Suzann Chesek as Vice President of Care

MyHealthGuide Source: Vālenz®, 2/25/2022

PHOENIX, AZ — Vālenz® announced that Suzann Chesek, BSN, RN, MBA, CCM, joined the team as
Vice President of Care on February 21. 

Chesek, who has more than 20 years’ experience with managed care and healthcare organizations, will
lead care management operations for Valenz following the retirement of Janet Koch. Over the next three
months, Chesek and Koch will work closely to assure a seamless transition before Koch’s retirement
begins on June 1. 

Suzann Chesek, BSN, RN, MBA, CCM
Vice President of Care

Vālenz®

Most recently, Chesek was Director of Clinical Operations, Healthcare Management for Trustmark Health
Benefits. She also served as Clinical Operations Manager with Holy Spirit Health System and as Hospital
Administrator and Clinical Manager Employee Health & Safety with Wellspan Health. 

Chesek’s background in clinical operations for managed care is fortified by her strong foundation as an
ICU nurse, including roles such as ICU Bedside & Charge Nurse, House Supervisor & ICU Flex Nurse,
and PRN ICU RN. With a bachelor’s degree in Nursing from Eastern Mennonite University and an MBA
in Healthcare Management from Western Governors University, Suzann is working toward a second
master’s degree in Management & Leadership from WGU.

“By leveraging a rich blend of leadership skills and technical expertise throughout her impressive career,
Suzann has established herself as a proven leader who thrives in a fast-paced, complex environment,”
said Rob Gelb, Chief Executive Officer of Valenz. “She welcomes a challenge and is highly recognized
for her superior planning, decision-making and change management capabilities.” 

Chesek pointed to her experience in managed care organizations as well as her studies in healthcare
management and leadership as great preparation for her new role with Valenz.

“The teamwork, collaboration and leadership model at Valenz clearly align with my vision for the
continuous growth and innovation of care management operations,” Chesek said. “As a strong believer
in asking “why” to discover what is best for patients, clients and the company, I look forward to further
enhancing our culture of partnership and accelerating our ability to deliver smarter, better, faster
healthcare for the people we serve.” 

About Valenz 

Vālenz® simplifies the complexities of self-insurance for employers through a steadfast commitment to
data transparency and decision enablement. To balance the relationship between healthcare quality,
advocacy and cost, the Valenz approach aligns the patient, payer and provider. We deliver this synergy
through a strong foundation with deep roots in clinical and member advocacy, alongside decades-long
expertise in claim reimbursement and payment validity, integrity and accuracy. By establishing ‘true
transparency’ and offering data-driven solutions that improve cost, quality and outcomes for you and your
members, Valenz engages early and often for smarter, better, faster healthcare. Valenz is backed by
Great Point Partners.  Visit valenzhealth.com.
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Highmark's Deborah Rice-Johnson Named to Modern Healthcare Magazine's "Top Women
Leaders" List

MyHealthGuide Source: PRWeb, 2/24/2022

PITTSBURG -- Deborah Rice-Johnson, CEO of Diversified Businesses and Chief Growth Officer for
Highmark Health has been selected by Modern Healthcare magazine as one of the country's "Top
Women Leaders."

As CEO of Diversified Businesses, Ms. Rice-Johnson is responsible for Highmark subsidiaries including:
HM Insurance Group, a top ten national stop loss carrier with additional managed care reinsurance
solutions; United Concordia Dental, the sixth largest dental plan nationally that serves the largest
voluntary dental program in the world with TRICARE; and Helion, a healthcare technology and services
firm that helps payers cultivate high-performing networks while empowering providers to operate at their
best. By driving continued excellence and growth of Diversified Businesses across the U.S., she plays a
leading role in generating the capital and scale for Highmark Health to transform health.

Deborah Rice-Johnson
CEO of Diversified Businesses and Chief Growth Officer

HighMark Health

Modern Healthcare's annual recognition program celebrates leading women healthcare executives who
are shaping the nation's health policy, improving the delivery of care and -- more recently -- helping the
country respond to the ongoing effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. The 2022 honorees are featured in
the February 21 print issue of the magazine and online by clicking here.

About Highmark Health

Highmark Health, a Pittsburgh, PA-based enterprise that employs more than 35,000 people who serve
millions of Americans across the country, is the parent company of Highmark Inc., Allegheny Health
Network, and HM Health Solutions. Highmark Inc. and its subsidiaries and affiliates provide health
insurance to more than 6 million members in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Delaware, and New York as
well as dental insurance, and related health products through a national network of diversified
businesses. HM Health Solutions is focused on meeting the information technology platform and other
business needs of the Highmark Health enterprise as well as unaffiliated health insurance plans by
providing proven business processes, expert knowledge, and integrated cloud-based platforms. To learn
more, visit highmarkhealth.org.
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Market Trends Studies, Books & Opinions

COVID-19: Workers Compensation vs. Health Insurance

MyHealthGuide Source: Joseph Dore, President, USBenefits Insurance Services, LLC, 2/25/2022

On occasion, employers and/or employees may be unsure if an injury or illness (injury) can be
considered work related.* The short definitions for the two insurance products are:

Workers’ compensation provides benefits to employees when they get injured at work or suffer a
work-related illness. Further, this coverage is mandatory in most states.

Health coverage helps pays for non-work-related medical expenses. The Affordable Care Act
(2014) requires that all Americans carry minimum healthcare coverage.

Unless an injury occurs at work, the common reaction is to utilize the employee’s health benefits.
However, there might be circumstances where an injury might be work related and not recognized
accordingly. Why is this important? There are benefits in workers’ compensation that are otherwise not
offered in the health benefits coverage. Workers’ compensation not only covers the medical expense, but
also covers:

Loss wages for being off work due to the injury.

Disability if the injury causes any permanent disabilities.

For the injured worker, another difference with workers’ compensation is there are no copays,
deductibles or balance billing for the employee. The financial responsibility falls upon the insurance
carrier or, if self-insured, the employer

For the employer, it’s the workers’ compensation “exclusive remedy” doctrine, which makes this
insurance coverage the injured worker’s sole remedy. While there are exceptions and this is not absolute
in all jurisdictions, 

in general, workers’ compensation is a “no fault” system. What does this mean? An employee does not
need provide evidence of fault to receive the benefits outlined earlier. In exchange, employers are given
immunity from lawsuits from the injured worker that involve compensatory damages outside what the
workers’ compensation system offer, or punitive damages. This might be an important consideration
given that the Federal Government tried to mandate workplace vaccinations, which some employers
have implemented. Some states are now expanding the workers’ compensation legislation to cover
employees who were required to get vaccinated by their employers.

Contracting COVID-19 at Work

At present, there is scant guidance from the courts regarding employees who contract COVID-19 while
they are working. As such, it is difficult to determine how employment related COVID-19 cases will be
handled.

At present, some states have passed laws that exposure to COVID-19 creates a presumption that a
COVID-19 related illness is covered under workers compensation. Employers covered by the
presumption are treating these cases as workers compensation cases. In states without the
presumption, or for those outside the presumptive class (those who are not first responders or medical
personal), there does not appear to be a reported decision by a court that a COVID-19 related illness is
covered under workers compensation. That is not to say that there are no cases. It does seem clear that
it is difficult to establish the necessary level of proof to link the illness as being in the scope and course of
employment.

The other employment related COVID-19 issue that is gaining traction in the courts is that if an employer
knowingly, intentionally, or recklessly places an employee in a position of enhanced risk of contracting
COVID-19, and the employee does contract COVID-19, workers compensation insurance may not shield
the employer, and the employer may have liability if there is a down-stream infection of another
individual, such as a family member.

However, if unsure which insurance coverage applies, we recommend that you seek guidance from your
claim administrator, insurance broker and/or attorney.** As part of USBenefits Insurance Services’ claims
management process, we take extra measures to evaluate whether a claim falls within our coverage
and/or workers’ compensation as a form of risk management to protect our customers’ interest.

*This article is not intended to persuade an employer or employee to pursue one form of
insurance over another, but rather explain the benefits of workers compensation if the coverage
is appropriate

**It is important to note to only file a workers’ compensation claim if the injury is work related or is
suspected to be work related. Filing a fraudulent workers’ compensation claim is a crime and
punishable under the law.
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Legal News

SIIA Attends Federal Surprise Billing “Listening Session” on Federal IDR Portal

MyHealthGuide Source: Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA), 2/23/2022

The Federal Departments invited the Self-Insurance Institute of America, Inc. (SIIA), as well as insurance
carriers, providers, and organizations serving as Independent Dispute Resolution Entities (IDREs), to
attend a “listening session” on surprise billing implementation. The main focus of the listening session
was to introduce stakeholders like SIIA to the “Federal IDR Portal,” and to answer questions and
concerns stakeholders have regarding the new system.

When it comes to surprise billing implementation, one of the heavier lifts is standing up the Federal IDR
Portal, the government website through which much of the Federally-developed IDR process will be
transacted. It is expected that the Portal will “go live” on Monday Feb. 28th.

Among other issues discussed during the listening session, the Federal Departments introduced
stakeholders to the “Notice of IDR” web form that the “initiating party” (e.g., a provider) must submit
through the Portal to initiate the IDR process. The Departments explained:

How a provider can upload information to the Portal, including the initiating party’s selected IDRE
and conflict-of-interest attestation;

Information about the furnished medical items and services (such as dates and location;

Whether the service was emergency care or a post-stabilization service);

Relevant QPA for the furnished items and services.

The Federal Departments also explained that the Portal will have a dedicated page with a list of
companies/organizations that have been “certified” to serve as an IDRE. Currently, the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has formally certified 10 IDREs, whose pricing ranges from $299
for single determinations to as high as $670 for batched determinations. A list of certified IDREs can be
found here. Note that this list will also be available on the Portal and will continue to be updated on a
rolling basis as IDREs are approved (or de-certified).

Despite the hour-long session with the Federal Departments, questions still remain over issues such as

How will the disputing parties both “pay” the up-front administrative fee for the arbitration work,
along with an IDRE’s fees charged for resolving disputes?

Will the Federal Portal be able to accurately track the various 30-day times-frames, along with
the 10-business day time-frame governing when each party must submit their “offer” to the
IDRE?

It is unclear whether the non-initiating party will be able to review the initiating party’s “offer”
submission at any point during the process.

SIIA expects that these open questions will be further answered as the Federal Departments build out
the Portal’s functionality, though it may take weeks and months before the Portal is fully operational. In
the meantime, SIIA will remain in constant contact with the Federal Departments, and will provide
updates on the continued implementation of the surprise billing requirements, along with the “other
provisions” of the No Surprises Act. 

More details on the Federal Portal and surprise billing implementation will be discussed as part of SIIA’s
Price Transparency Forum, being held February 28-March 1st in Dallas Texas. For more information, or
to register, please click here.

If have questions, please contact Ryan Work, SIIA Senior Vice President of Government Relations, at
rwork@siia.org, or Chris Condeluci, SIIA Washington Counsel, at ccondeluci@siia.org.

About SIIA

The Self-Insurance Institute of America, Inc. (SIIA) is a dynamic, member-based association dedicated to
protecting and promoting the business interests of companies involved in the self-insurance/alternative
risk transfer (ART) industry, both domestically and internationally. Visit www.SIIA.org.
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Ninth Circuit Opens Door to Claims by Out of Network Providers

MyHealthGuide Source: Andrew Holly, Dorsey & Whitney LLP via JDSupra, 2/23/2022

Case: Bristol SL Holdings v. Cigna Health and Life Ins. Co., Court's Opinion

Lawsuits by out-of-network medical providers against ERISA plans and their third party administrators
rank as one of the most common ERISA-type cases being raised these days. In these cases, out-of-
network medical providers purport to provide services to patients—often substance use or mental health
treatments—and then directly seek payment from group health plans or their third party administrators. 

To avoid the restrictions of ERISA claims for benefits (including abuse of discretion review and plan anti-
assignment clauses), these medical providers regularly raise state law claims trying to turn routine
communications about benefits into state law breach of contract claims—this despite the fact that such
communications are nothing more than communications about plan terms, rather than express promises
to pay benefits outside the terms of any relevant group health plan.

In the above Bristol case, the Ninth Circuit may have just made those claims easier for medical providers
to prosecute. It first concluded that

Bristol had standing to raise the ERISA claims alleged in the Complaint,

even though it was neither a plan participant nor a medical provider with an assignment from a
participant—

but instead purchased the right to raise the claims in question from the bankrupt medical
provider’s assets.

Although prior Ninth Circuit case law would seem to preclude such third parties from raising ERISA
claims, the Ninth Circuit panel distinguished such precedent as involving an entity that purchased
hundreds of claims from hundreds of providers, thus effectively turning them into (in the Court’s eyes) a
marketable commodity. But the Court believed that allowing a corporate entity to purchase an
assignment in a bankruptcy sale did not raise the same concerns. The exact line between the two lines
of authority will have to be worked out in future cases.

In a separate memorandum (in theory not precedential), the Court also held that whether
communications about benefits made during verification of benefit calls between the provider and Cigna
created enforceable contracts raised fact issues that would have to be resolved at trial.

Frustratingly, the Court did not point to any specific language that might have created such a contract,
but instead referred to phone calls in the record between the provider and Cigna during which such
contracts might have been formed. This provides little guidance to future litigants as to how to avoid or
defeat these types of claims—particularly given that the notion that call center employees for a third party
group health plan administrator might be making promises to pay medical providers for claims outside
the terms of an ERISA plan is a questionable proposition.

Regardless of the merits—or the Ninth Circuit’s unclear analysis—the decision is a shot in the arm to out
of network medical providers.
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Medical News

Ivermectin Does Not Reduce Risk of Severe Disease in Patients with COVID-19 and Comorbidities

MyHealthGuide Source: Steven Chee Loon Lim, MRCP. et al., 2/18/2022, JAMA Network

This study findings do not support the use of ivermectin for patients with COVID-19.  Ivermectin, an
inexpensive and widely available antiparasitic drug does not reduce the risk of severe disease in patients
with COVID-19 and comorbidities.

The Ivermectin Treatment Efficacy in COVID-19 High-Risk Patients (I-TECH) study was an open-label
randomized clinical trial conducted at 20 public hospitals and a COVID-19 quarantine center in Malaysia



randomized clinical trial conducted at 20 public hospitals and a COVID-19 quarantine center in Malaysia
between May 31 and October 25, 2021. Within the first week of patients’ symptom onset, the study
enrolled patients 50 years and older with laboratory-confirmed COVID-19, comorbidities, and mild to
moderate disease.

Patients were randomized in a 1:1 ratio to receive either oral ivermectin, 0.4 mg/kg body weight daily for
5 days, plus standard of care (n = 241) or standard of care alone (n = 249). The standard of care
consisted of symptomatic therapy and monitoring for signs of early deterioration based on clinical
findings, laboratory test results, and chest imaging.

The primary outcome was the proportion of patients who progressed to severe disease, defined as the
hypoxic stage requiring supplemental oxygen to maintain pulse oximetry oxygen saturation of 95% or
higher. Secondary outcomes of the trial included the rates of mechanical ventilation, intensive care unit
admission, 28-day in-hospital mortality, and adverse events.

Study findings

Among 490 patients included in the primary analysis (mean [SD] age, 62.5 [8.7] years; 267
women [54.5%]), 52 of 241 patients (21.6%) in the ivermectin group and 43 of 249 patients
(17.3%) in the control group progressed to severe disease (relative risk [RR], 1.25; 95% CI, 0.87-
1.80; P = .25).

For all prespecified secondary outcomes, there were no significant differences between groups.
Mechanical ventilation occurred in 4 (1.7%) vs 10 (4.0%) (RR, 0.41; 95% CI, 0.13-1.30;
P = .17),

intensive care unit admission in 6 (2.4%) vs 8 (3.2%) (RR, 0.78; 95% CI, 0.27-2.20; P 
= .79), and

28-day in-hospital death in 3 (1.2%) vs 10 (4.0%) (RR, 0.31; 95% CI, 0.09-1.11; P = .09).

The most common adverse event reported was diarrhea (14 [5.8%] in the ivermectin group and 4
[1.6%] in the control group).
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Recurring Resources

Medical Stop-Loss Providers Ranked by 2020 Annual Premium - Over $25.6 Billion

Source: MyHealthGuide, 9/18/2021

The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking has been updated based on 2020 Annual Premium. In
addition, Rankings from prior years are incorporated into a single table. Click below to view full listing
with premium: The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking.

The top 89 stop loss providers are ranked.

The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking table data reflect Direct Earned Premium from the
"Accident and Health Policy Experience Exhibit" ("Supplemental Pages, Insurance Expense
Exhibit” section) of publicly available Statutory Reports filed annually by each insurance carrier.

Stop Loss Premium Growth

Stop Loss premium based on 2020 annual premium is $25,645,704 (thousands), a 69% over 2016
annual premium of $15,004,224 (thousands) for a compounded annual rate of 14.0%. Stop Loss
premium totals by year:

2020 - $25,645,704 (thousands)

2019 - $23,588,932

2018 - $19,849,233

2017 - $16,451,079

2016 - $15,004,224

Top 10 and 20 Percent of Total 2020 Market

Top 10 stop loss providers ($17.3 Billion) compose 67.4 % of the total market ($25.6 Billion)

Top 20 stop loss providers ($21.5 Billion) compose 83.8 % of the total market ($25.6 Billion)

Top 20 and Ranking Changes 

The top 20 stop loss providers based on 2020 annual premium:

1. Cigna

2. UnitedHealth Group

3. Sun Life Financial

4. CVS Health Corp

5. Anthem

6. Tokio Marine HCC

7. HCSC

8. Voya Financial Inc.

9. Symetra

10. HM Insurance

11. Humana

12. Companion Life/Blue Cross Blue Shield of SC

13. Swiss Re

14. QBE

15. Fairfax Financial (CF Ins)

16. Western & Southern Financial

17. W. R. Berkley Corp.

18. Blue Cross Blue Shield of MI

19. Allstate Corp (acquired National General 1/2021)

20. Nationwide

In the new 2020 ranking compared to 2019, there were

14 providers that did not change their ranking position,

55 providers moved up in the ranking,

20 providers moved down in the ranking,

12 providers are new the ranking, and

3 providers dropped out of the ranking.
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Upcoming Conferences

February 28-March 1, 2022
SIIA Price Transparency Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). The
association’s inaugural Price Transparency Forum will feature leading participants in price transparency
efforts, from federal agency regulators to self-insured industry professionals, to talk about the
opportunities, challenges, and needs in the space. From the Transparency in Coverage Rule to the No
Surprises Act, this Forum will provide an interactive opportunity to learn what these new rules and
regulations mean for your business and clients, from strategy to implementation. Sheraton Dallas Hotel,
Dallas, TX. Register today

March 2-4, 2022 - Hybrid Conference
The Thirty-First National HIPAA Summit.  Chairs: Adam Greene, JD, MPH, Partner and Co-chair, Health
Information & HIPAA Practice, Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, HIPAA Summit Distinguished Service Award
Winner, Former Senior Health Information Technology and Privacy Specialist, Office for Civil Rights,
HHS, Washington, DC; Kirk J. Nahra, JD, Partner and Co-chair of the Privacy and Cybersecurity
Practice, Wilmer Hale, Washington, DC. Iliana Peters, JD, LLM, Shareholder, Polsinelli, Former Acting
Deputy Director, Health Information Privacy, Office for Civil Rights, US Department of Health and Human
Services, Washington, DC.  Robert M. Tennant, MA, Vice President, Federal Affairs, Workgroup for
Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI); Former Director, HIT Policy, Medical Group Management
Association; Washington, DC.  . Grand Hyatt, Washington, DC.  Registration: hipaasummit.com.

March 3, 2022 - 11 AM Eastern
The 2021 Winning With Wellness Awards presented by Bravo. Highlight winning strategies across
several industries, including manufacturing, healthcare, education and construction. Our 13 award
finalists are highlighted. Registration.

March 3, 2022 - Webinar 2pm EST to 2.45pm EST
How to drive impact from DPC programs presented by zakipoint Health and SolidaritUS. Speakers: Mark
Blum, CEO of SolidaritUS Health and Ramesh Kumar, co-founder and CEO of zakipoint health. Topics:
How to use data to continuously identify, act, connect and track members through a perfect DPC model;
Case studies to prove how the IACT model is working with clients; How to align incentives that are
misaligned to achieve better results; How to align patients, providers, and self-funded health plans;
Redesign how care is being delivered. Information and Registration

March 30-31, 2022
SPBA's Spring meeting announcement presented by Society of Professional Benefit Administrators
(SPBA).  For SPBA members and self-funded/self-administered group health plans.  Renaissance
Washington, DC Downtown Hotel. Information: Info@spbatpa.org.

March 30-April 1, 2022
SIIA Spring Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). The SIIA Spring Forum is
expected to be the largest gathering of senior-level self-insurance industry professionals for the first half
of 2022. Industry expertise and perspectives will be shared through targeted educational sessions, group
discussions, and a unique “focus group” participation opportunity. This will be combined with multiple
networking functions along with a table-top exhibitor program to help you make important connections.
New for this year, we have incorporated “business hours” into the program to make it convenient for
attendees to schedule/participate in important meetings. JW Marriott Grande Lakes, Orlando, FL. 
Information.

April 11-12, 2022
SIIA Future Leaders Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). If you are a
younger (under 40) self-insurance/captive insurance industry professional, this is a must-attend for you.
Developed by the SIIA Future Leaders Committee, this forum will feature educational content targeted for
younger professionals with multiple networking opportunities to help you make important connections
with those in your age group. The Westin Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN. Information.

April 12, 2022 - 10:00 am – 11:00 am CT
Behavioral Health Services and Innovations presented by National Association of Worksite Health
Centers (NAWHC). Speakers: Michael Thompson, Pres. & CEO, National Alliance of Healthcare
Purchaser Coalitions and Anne Hopkins,, Director, People & Operations, Benefits and Wellness, CHG
Healthcare.  Registration.

April 25-27, 2022
AAPAN Innovations Retreat .This intimate event will act as a forum for candid discussion on issues
impacting our industry and provide innovative solutions to address them. The event will focus on a
mixture of topics that support our three core areas: advocacy, collaboration and administrative
simplification. Reservation and registration details will be provided in the coming weeks, but for now,
save the date so you can take part of this important event.  Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay. Information.

May 4-6, 2022 - In person
Smart Data Solutions Customer Symposium.   This events connects and facilitate conversations
between Payers and Network Partners surrounding industry challenges and ways to efficiently address
them. Topics include integration of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence into workflow processes,
new mandates surrounding the No Surprises Act, Medical Record Analysis, FHIR, Prior Authorizations,
and more!  Hosted by Smart Data’s Co-CEOs, Pat Bollom and John Prange.. Call 651.894.6400 and
visit www.sdata.us.

May 16-18, 2022
SIIA Corporate Growth Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). This new SIIA
event has been designed to help SIIA members better understand growth strategies made possible by
corporate financial transactions (mergers, acquisitions, capitalizations, etc.). In addition to targeted
educational content, attendees will have the opportunity to connect with representatives of private equity
firms and related advisors and network with owners/senior executives of other SIIA member companies.
Greenville, South Carolina. Register

May 18-19, 2022 
Roundstone 7th annual Medical Captive Forum (MCF), entitled, "Thrive Together." We’re excited to be
back in person in the city we love - Cleveland, Ohio. And we are just as excited to deliver an informative
and educational event to help you stay on top of important health insurance and healthcare trends, and
implement wellness and cost saving strategies for healthier, happier employees. When our businesses
thrive, we all do. This event is designed for our customers, our trusted network of benefits advisors, our
solution provider partners, and executives responsible for employee health benefits at small and mid-size
companies across the nation RSVP here to pre-register.  

June 23-24, 2022
2022 Onsite Employee Health Clinics Forum.  Leading Strategies to Build & Expand Worksite Clinics:
Reduce Medical Expenses, Ensure/Maintain a Competitive Benefits Strategy and Achieve a High-
Performing & Healthy Workforce. The Drake Hotel • Chicago, IL.  Information and Registration.

July 18-19, 2022 - In person
HCAA's TPA Summit 2022 presented by Health Care Administrators Association, Hyatt Regency St.
Louis at The Arch, St. Louis, MO. Information

August 24-26, 2022
2022 MASI Annual Fall Conference presented by Mississippi Association of Self-Insurers.  We are
pleased to open a call for proposals for presentations at the 2022 MASI Annual Fall Conference. If you
have a proposal for an educational session, or if you have a topic you would like presented at the 2022
Fall Conference, please contact Wendy Powell at wendyp@masiweb.org. The deadline to submit ideas
is Monday, January 3, 2022. The planning committee will consider all ideas and will use these to form the
agenda for the 2022 Annual MASI Fall Conference! Beau Rivage Resort and Casino, Biloxi, MS. 
Registration.

September 8-9, 2022
NAWHC 10th Annual Forum: Creating and Expanding Worksite Health Clinics presented by the National
Association of Worksite Health Centers.  Topics: The direction of employer centers in post-COVID-19
world; Planning and design of worksite health centers; Operations, staffing and management of worksite
health centers; Legal and regulatory aspects of worksite health centers; The impact of COVID-19 on
center services; Measuring the health center performance; Increasing utilization and engagement;
Pharmacy services; and Digital services. DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel in downtown Nashville. 
Information and registration. 

October 11-13, 2022
SIIA National Conference & Expo presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). The
world’s largest self-insurance/captive insurance industry event will be back with its traditional, fully in-
person format. JW Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa, Phoenix, AZ. Registration.
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July 17-18, 2023 - In person
HCAA's TPA Summit 2023 presented by Health Care Administrators Association.. Hyatt Regency, Dallas,
TX. Information
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Editorial Notes, Disclaimers & Disclosures

Articles are edited for length and clarity.

Articles are selected based on relevance and diversity.

No content in this Newsletter should be construed as legal advice. All legal questions should be
directed to your own personal or corporate legal resource.

Internet links are tested at the time of publication. However, links change or expire often.

Articles do not necessarily reflect views held by the Publisher.

Should you stop receiving the Newsletter, here are some items to check: Is the Newsletter email
in your junk or spam folder?
• Have your IT team "whitelist" sender (Clevenger@MyHealthGuide.com)
• Provide another email address.
• Access the Newsletter online at www.MyHealthGuide.com/news.htm.

Our email servers inactivate an account (email address) after three successive failed attempts to deliver
the Newsletter. Failures to deliver occur when your email server "bounces" our Newsletter because your
server views our email as spam because of anatomical terms often referenced in our "Medical News"
section and for other reasons. 
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